
Theodore Roosevelt's Quest to Clean Up Sin-
Loving New York
The Birth of a Maverick

Theodore Roosevelt, often regarded as one of America's greatest presidents,
was not only a politician but also an advocate for social reform. His fervent desire
to clean up sin-loving New York City was not merely a personal pursuit, but a
quest that shaped his political career and left an indelible mark on the city's
history.

The Sinful City

In the late 19th century, New York City was known for its infamy. Brothels,
gambling dens, and saloons dotted the streets, attracting not only the destitute
but also the upper crust seeking a taste of vices. Crime rates soared, corruption
was rampant, and the city's reputation as a hotbed of immorality spread far and
wide.

It was in this environment that Theodore Roosevelt's transformation began. As a
young assemblyman in the New York State Legislature, he witnessed firsthand
the decay and debauchery that plagued the city. Determined to bring about
change, Roosevelt embarked on a mission to cleanse New York of its sinful
tendencies.
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The Birth of the Reform Movement

Roosevelt's crusade was part of a larger reform movement sweeping across the
nation. Inspired by the Progressive Era's belief in the power of government to
tackle societal issues, he sought to implement a series of reforms that would
restore order and virtue to the city. His efforts were met with resistance from
corrupt political machines and influential figures who profited from the sin trade,
but Roosevelt was undeterred.

The Square Deal

Roosevelt's agenda revolved around what he called the "Square Deal" – a vision
of fairness and justice for all. He believed that social and economic equality were
essential for a thriving democracy. Under his leadership, laws were passed to
regulate prostitution, gambling, and other illicit activities. Police forces were
overhauled, and corrupt officers were removed from their positions.

The creation of the Metropolitan Police Force, later known as the NYPD, was one
of Roosevelt's most significant achievements. He recruited a new breed of
officers known as the "White Gloves," men of impeccable character and integrity
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who would enforce the law without fear or favor. This marked a turning point in
the battle against sin in New York City.

Breaking the Grip of Tammany Hall

One of the major obstacles Roosevelt faced was Tammany Hall, the Democratic
political machine that had a stranglehold on New York City's government. Corrupt
politicians protected the vices Roosevelt sought to eradicate, making his task
difficult. However, he used his charisma and political maneuvering to break the
grip of Tammany Hall and implement lasting changes.

The Legacy of Roosevelt's Reform

Theodore Roosevelt's quest to clean up sin-loving New York City left an enduring
legacy. The city began its transformation into a cleaner and safer place, with
newfound opportunities for all its residents. His fight against corruption and
immorality set a precedent for future leaders to follow, shaping the course of
American politics and inspiring waves of reform movements throughout the
country.

Roosevelt's time as the 'Sin Buster' of New York City was just the beginning of his
storied political career. He would go on to become the 26th President of the
United States, leaving an indelible mark on the nation as a whole. His relentless
pursuit of justice and his unwavering commitment to noble causes serve as a
testament to the power of an individual determined to make a positive difference
in the world.

In

Theodore Roosevelt's quest to clean up sin-loving New York City was more than
a personal mission – it was a transformative journey that shaped his political
career and left an everlasting impact on the city. Through his reforms and



determination, Roosevelt laid the foundation for a more virtuous and prosperous
New York. His legacy serves as a reminder that even in the face of daunting
challenges, determined individuals can enact meaningful change and leave an
enduring mark on society.
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A ROLLICKING NARRATIVE HISTORY OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT'S
EMBATTLED TENURE AS POLICE COMMISSIONER OF CORRUPT,
PLEASURE-LOVING NEW YORK CITY IN THE 1880s, AND HIS DOOMED
MISSION TO WIPE OUT VICE

In the 1890s, New York City was America’s financial, manufacturing, and
entertainment capital, and also its preferred destination for sin, teeming with
40,000 prostitutes, glittering casinos, and all-night dives packed onto the island’s
two dozen square miles. Police captains took hefty bribes to see nothing while
reformers writhed in frustration.
     In Island of Vice, bestselling author Richard Zacks paints a vivid picture of the
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lewd underbelly of 1890s New York, and of Theodore Roosevelt, the cocksure
crusading police commissioner who resolved to clean up the bustling metropolis,
where the silk top hats of Wall Street bobbed past teenage prostitutes trawling
Broadway.
     Writing with great wit and zest, Zacks explores how Roosevelt went head-to-
head with corrupt Tammany Hall, took midnight rambles with muckraker Jacob
Riis, banned barroom drinking on Sundays, and tried to convince 2 million New
Yorkers to enjoy wholesome family fun. In doing so, Teddy made a ruthless
enemy of police captain “Big Bill” Devery, who grew up in the Irish slums and
never tired of fighting “tin soldier” reformers. Roosevelt saw his mission as a
battle of good versus evil; Devery saw prudery standing in the way of fun and
profit.
     When righteous Roosevelt’s vice crackdown started to succeed all too well,
many of his own supporters began to turn on him. Cynical newspapermen
mocked his quixotic quest, his own political party abandoned him, and Roosevelt
discovered that New York loves its sin more than its salvation.
     Zacks’s meticulous research and wonderful sense of narrative verve bring this
disparate cast of both pious and bawdy New Yorkers to life. With cameos by
Stephen Crane, J. P. Morgan, and Joseph Pulitzer, plus a horde of very angry
cops, Island of Vice is an unforgettable portrait of turn-of-the-century New York in
all its seedy glory, and a brilliant portrayal of the energetic, confident, and zealous
Roosevelt, one of America’s most colorful public figures.
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